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To all whom it may concern;
ment of passages to and from the centrifuge
Be it known that I, SELDEN H. HALL, a specially designed to exclude the admission
citizen of the United States, residing at of air to the system, provisions for estab
Poughkeepsie, county of Dutchess, and State lishing a super-atmospheric pressure in the
5 of New York, have invented a new and use discharge passage with which the centrifuge 6C
ful Improvement in Nonaerating Apparatus outlet for purified oil communicates, and
for Centrifugally Purifying Liquids of provisions for excluding the leakage of oil
which the following is a full, clear, and ex from Said discharge passage of the system.
act description, reference being had to the A preferred embodiment of the invention
0 accompanying drawings, which form a part is shown in the drawings. Figure 1 repre- 05
sents a complete centrifuging apparatus
of this specification.
It is well known to centrifuge trans partly in elevation and partly in section.
former, lubricating and other oils to remove Figure 2 is a detail view partly in section, of
from them water, dirt and sludge. When part of the apparatus adjacent the bowl out
15 the purified oil escapes from the rapidly re let, including particularly the discharge 70
volving bowl, it passes as a finely divided chamber, the bowl neck and its bearing, and
spray through a gas-filled space around the the air and "oil separating chamber and con
bowl discharge and inside the receiving nections thereto.
: covers. The gas in this space is ordinarily A feed pipe a leads from a container (not
either air, or a mixture of air and oil vapor. shown), such as a transformer, for used oil 75
In either case, the oil becomes saturated with to be centrifuged. The pipe a, or an exten
air. Chemists who have carefully investi sion thereof, extends into a regulating cup .
gated the subject aver that centrifuged oil ?', and has at its lower end an exit port
actually takes into solution as much as four opening into the cup. A tube 7 extends
per gent of oxygen and that this oxygen is from the cup c to the bowl h of the centri S0
an active agent in causing the formation of fuge. The upper end of tube ty communi
sludge in the oil.
cates with an inlet port f opening into the
The objectionableness of oil that has been cup. Within the cup is a float d. The float
contamniated with air is so well recognized carries a valve e, by which the admission of
30 that experts on the art of centrifuging have oil from the feed pipe a into the cup and S5
long sought to avoid this contamination. from the cup into the tube g is regulated,
Perhaps the most nearly successful expedi as hereinafter described.
ent has been to make provision for the main The bowl proper h may be of ordinary
tenance of an atmosphere of CO, or other construction and is not shown in its entirety,
35 inert gas in the space adjacent the oil dis the drawing showing only the upper end 90
charge from the centrifuge and in the re portion of the tubular shaft q and the upper
ceiving chamber; but this expedient, which part of the bowl- shell, and its frusto-conical
has mitigated the evil somewhat, has not COVCT.
5 met with full success.
The tube i for carrying water from the
40 My own researches have convinced me bowl discharges into a space surrounding the 95
that success depends on the substantial ex lower part of the neckl of the bowl. iis a
clusion of air or any other gas from the oil water discharge regulating ring. k is a
during its passage from the transformer or water receiving cover.
other
container for used oil, to and through On the upper extremity of the tubular
45. the centrifuge and from the centrifuge back bowl shaft g is screwed a bowl nut p, which 100
to the container.
is held away from the bowl neck by but
The provision of apparatus adapted to tons r, so as to leave a discharge orifices
effect this result involves, something more for discharge of purified oil.
than the mere arrangement of closed pas Mounted on the inner edge of the upper
50 sages toward and from any centrifuge of shell of the water receiving cover is a cylin-105
known construction.
drical extension u, which is secured, by
The solution of the problem in its most means of a threaded ring 8, to an annular
nearly perfect embodiment involves the pro cover plate 9 threaded on the tube (7. De
vision of a special construction at the dis pending from a flange on the extension u,
55 charge neck of the centrifuge, the arrange is a copper bellows v which flexibly supports 110
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a. bearing thaving a working fit around the
bowl neck l. A ring 23 supported from the
- cover k by two bolts (not shown) underlies
the bearing t.
The bowl h, in its normal operation, will
oscillate rapidly with small amplitude. The
bearing t, by reason of its described flexible

At the narrow annulus between the float d

and the wall of the cup, the surface of the
oil is exposed to air, but the area of ex
posure is so limited and the oil at the ex
posed surface is so stagnant that the amount
of air which it will dissolve is negligible.
From the tube g the oil flows into the bowl
it is subject to the usual centrifugal
sension, can follow the oscillations of the where
separating operation. The water and dirt
owl.
.
an outer surrounding zone and the
The bellows v forms a surrounding fluid form
0.
purified
an inner central zone. The
tight wall of a chamber 10 into which the heavy dirtoilcollects
in a layer against the in
oil discharges from the bowl neck through side of the bowl shell.
The water flows out
the orifices.
.
.
through
the
tube
i
and
around the
The bowl neck l has formed in its outer discharge control ringiescapes
into
the
cover k.
5 Wall (see Fig. 2) two right-hand spiral
grooves at on and n and an intermediate left from which it is carried off by a spout (not
hand spiral groove o. in the bearing t shown).
are formed two annular chambers w and ac. The purified oil displaced toward the cen
of the bowl flows up the inside of neck
Spiral groove m communicates with cham ter
i
t
out
through the orifices into the discharge
20 ber w and extends upward therefrom.
10. From this chamber it passes
Spiral groove o connects chambers w and chamber
through
the
15 and presses against the
a. Spiral groove in extends downward from botton of thepipeplunger
18. When the pre
chamber
pressure is reached, it lifts the 90
A glassa. jar 11 (forming an oil supply determined
opens port 17 and escapes through
5 chamber and oil and air separating cham plunger,
pipe
21
to
the container for the oil.
ber) is located alongside the regulating cup The reason
for maintaining a super-at
C. A flexible tube y extends from chamber mospheric pressure in the oil discharge
iv and opens into jar 11 just above its bot chamber 10 is that, otherwise air will work
tom. Another flexible tube 2 extends from in between the bearing it and the bowl neck.
i chamber
at into jar 11 and opens thereinto have found that an excess pressure of
near the top thereof. A wire gauge cup 13 Iabout
six pounds to a square inch is sufficient
surrounds the upper end of tube 2. Cup G to prevent
this inward flow of air. How
and jar 11 communicate by means of a tube ever, with this
there is a tendency
12. 22 is an air vent from the top of the for oil to leak pressure
outward between the bowl CO
jar chamber.
'
neck and its bearing. This tendency is coun
A valved pipe 14 leads from the regulat teracted
by the right-hand spiral groove m.
ing cup c to the discharge chamber 10.
To
be
certain
it will fully counteract,
An oil discharge pipe 15 leads from the the groove n isthat
made large enough to pump 0.5
discharge chamber 10 to a pressure regulat Some
oil upward from the annular chamber
40 ing valve 16, which comprises two ports 17
as hereinbefore stated, is connect
communicating with the oil discharge pipe 'wed,which,
through pipe y, with the chamber 11.
21 leading to the container from which sup The
left-hand spiral o is made large
ply pipe at leads. These ports are adapted
to insure against entrance of air to 0.
to be closed by a plunger 18 on which is enough
chamber
w and will pump some oil. from
mounted a weight 19. The weight 19 fits so
w to annular chamber a which, as
closely within a cup 20 that when the cup chamber
stated, is connected through
is filled with oil there is a strong dash pot hereinbefore
pipe 2 with the upper part of chamber 11.m w-.
action.
In operation, oil pumped from the con There is thus a restricted, but constant,
0 tainer through pipe a enters the cup a endless circulation of oil from chamber 11,
pipe /, to chamber w; from cham
through port band flows from cup a through
70, through spiral groove o, to chanuber
through port if into tube (7. During op ber
from clhamber a back to chamber
eration, the valve e is held up by the float d a11;: and
there is a slight diversion of oil
in position to open both ports. If oil tends - fromand
at through spiral groove n,
to enter the cup a faster than the bowl can therebychamber
absolutely
leakage of oil
take and centrifuge it, the float d rises and from the discharge preventing
chamber
1
(),
the valve e closes, or throttles, port b and The right-hand spiral grooveasa described.
SO stops, or reduces, the inflow of oil. The escape of oil from the bottom of theprevents
cham
inflow of oil will be altogether stopped be
60 fore the cup overflows. If, on the other ber w, but being large enough to accomplish
with certainty, necessarily pumps some
- land, the bowl tends to take and centrifuge this
air
into
a, which will mix with the
oil faster than it is supplied to the cup oil in thischamber
chamber.
The aflow,
however,
through port b, the float and the valve fall, ing away from
chamber
through
pipebe2, 130
f so as to prevent the in
throttling
port
65 drawing of air.
this mixture of air and oil passes into the
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top of chamber 11, where they separate by fuge for purifying the liquid having an
gravity, the air escaping by the vent 22 and inlet communicating with one of said pas
the oil settling to the bottom of the chamber sages and an outlet communicating with
and outflowing, as above described, through another of Said passages, and means sub
5 tube y to the chamber, w.
stantially closing said passages against ad 70
Ring 23 Supports bearing t so that pres mission of gas, thereby providing an endless
sure of liquid in the discharge chamber 10 circuit including the container and the cen
trifuge within which the liquid may be
cannot force the bearing downward.
By means of the apparatus described, a maintained uncontaminated by exteriorly
5
.10 closed circuit is established from the con present gas.
tainer to the centrifuge and from the cen 2. In the combination specified in claim 1,
trifuge back to the container. There is sub a valve interposed in the passage between
stantially no contact between the oil in the the centrifuge outlet and the container and
circuit and the atmosphere. There is no tending to close such passage and adapted
spray of oil from the centrifuge into a space to be operable by the pressure of the liquid
which is open to atmosphere or within flowing through such passage to build up a
which it is necessary to maintain a body of superatmospheric pressure between it and
neutral gas, as the oil is discharged from the centrifuge outlet.
the bowl into a discharge chamber from 3. In an apparatus for purifying liquids,
which is excluded access of all fluids (liquid the combination with a centrifuge for Separ
or gas) except the purified oil itself. Ade ating a liquid from its impurities by centrif
quate provision is made to exclude the ad ugal force, the centrifuge having an outlet
mission of air and the escape of oil at the for the purified liquid, and means adapted
point in the circuit where, without such to convey the contaminated liquid to the
provision, one or the other condition could centrifuge, of a discharge passage communi
cating with the outlet from the centrifuge,
necessarily occur.
While I have stated that the purpose of said passage comprising walls one of which
the invention is to prevent the contamina is flexible to allow for the oscillation of the
.. .
tion of centrifugally separated mineral oil. centrifuge,
with air, it is obvious that the machine is 4. In an apparatus for purifying liquids,
adapted to be-used for separating any light the combination with a centrifuge for separ
liquid from any heavier liquids or solid ating a liquid from its impurities by centrif
luaterial admixed therewith, where it is de ugal force, the centrifuge having an outlet
sired to prevent the absorption of air or any for the purified liquid, and means adapted
other foreign gas by such lighter liquid. to convey the contaminated liquid to the O
While I have described the liquid as cir centrifuge, of a discharge passage communi
culating from the container for used liquid, cating with the outlet from the centrifuge,
or any other mixture to be separated, back and means allowing oscillation of the bowl
to the same container, it will be understood while maintaining said discharge passage
that the purified or separated liquid may be sealed against admission of gas.
discharged into a separate container, al < 5. In an apparatus for purifying liquids,
the combination with a centrifuge for separ
though in that case it will be desirable to ating
a liquid from its impurities by centrif
prevent access of air or other foreign gas
into the receiving container. Inasmuch, ugal force, the centrifuge having a neck O
however, as the purified or separated liquid through which the purified liquid is dis
will flow into the receiving container in charged from the centrifuge, of a discharge
: bulk and not in a fine spray, as when dis passage having walls closing said passage
charged from the ordinary centrifuge, it against leakage of gas thereinto, the passage
may be unnecessary, in some instances, to walls including a bearingin which the bowl
take any precautions against contact be neck rotates and a flexible support for the 115.
w
tween such liquid and air in the receiving bearing.
6. In an apparatus for centrifugally puri
chamber.
Where in the claims I speak of “gas,' I fying liquids, the combination with a cent.
mean the word to be understood in its gen trifuge bowl having a neck and provided
eric sense, and therefore to include atmos with an outlet for purified liquid, of a bear
pheric air, which, ordinarily, is the only ing in which said neck rotates, a discharge
contaminating gas whose absorption by oil passage communicating with said outlet and .
or other, liquid
is being
purified or closed against admission of gas except be
separated
must bethat
guarded
against.
tween the bowl neek and its bearing, and
What I claim is:
.
means preventing leakage of gas between
1. In an apparatus for centrifugally puri the two last named elements into the dis
fying liquids, the combination of a container charge passage.
for the contaminated liquid, means provid 7. In an apparatus for centrifugally puri
ing a succession of passages from the con fying liquids, the combination with a cent 30
tainer and back to the container, a centri trifugal bowl having a neck and provided
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establishing communication between
with an outlet for purified liquid, of a bear means
said
source
and said groove, thereby effect
ing in which said neck, rotates, means adja
a pumping of said liquid through said
cent the bowl neck and its bearing provid ing
said passage and thus pre
ing a closed passage for receiving and carry groove toward
leakage of gas to said passage and 70
ing away the purified liquid discharged venting
of liquid from said passage.
from the bowl outlet, and means preventing leakage
12.
In
apparatus for centrifugally)
leakage of gas between the bowl neck and its purifying anliquids,
the combination with a
bearing into said passage.
V.
centrifugal
bowl
having
a neck and pro
8. In an apparatus for centrifugally puri vided with an outlet for purified
liquid, of 75
lo fying liquids, the combination with a cen a bearing in which said neck rotates, means,
trifugal bowl having a neck and provided adjacent the bowl and its bearing provid
with an outlet for purified liquid, of a bear
a closed passage for receiving and carry
ing in which said neck rotates, means adja ing
ing
the purified liquid discharged
cent the bowl neck and its bearing provid fromaway
the
bowl
the bowl neck having 80
ing a closed passage for receiving and carry a spiral grooveoutlet,
so
directed
rota
ing away, the purified liquid discharged tion of the bowl, any fluidthatin inthethegroove
from the bowl outlet and means preventing will be pumped toward said passage, and the
the leakage of gas between the bowl neck bearing having a chamber adapted to supply
and its bearing into said passage and escape
8
20 of liquid from said passage between the said groove.
13.
In
an
apparatus
for
centrifugally
bowl neck and its bearing.
purifying liquids, the combination with a
9. In an apparatus for centrifugally puri centrifugal
bowl having a neck and pro
fying liquids, the combination with a cen vided with an
outlet for purified liquid, of
trifugal bowl having a neck and provided a bearing in which
said neck rotates, means 90
with an outlet for purified liquid, of a bear adjacent the bowl neck
bearing pro
ing in which said neck rotates, means adja viding a closed passageandforitsreceiving
cent the bowl neck and its bearing providing carrying away the purified liquid and
a closed passage for receiving and carrying charged from the bowl outlet, means todis
es
away the purified liquid discharged from tablish a super-atmospheric pressure in said
95
the
bowl
outlet,
and
means
to
establish
a
passage
to
prevent
leakage
of
gas
thereinto
Super-atmospheric pressure in said passage through the bowl neck and its bearing, the
to prevent leakage of gas thereinto through - bowl neck having a spiral groove so di
the bowl neck and its bearing.
10. In an apparatus for centrifugally rected that, in the rotation of the bowl, any
35 purifying liquids, the combination with a fluid in the groove will be pumped toward 100
passage, an auxiliary source of liquid
centrifugal bowl having a negk and O said
supply,
and means establishing communica
vided with an outlet for
Riid, of tion between
said source and said groove,
a bearing in which said neck rotates, means thereby effecting
a pumping of said liquid
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro through said groove
toward said passage. 105
40 viding a closed passage for receiving and
14.
In
an
apparatus
for centrifugally
carrying away the purified liquid discharge purifying liquids, the combination
from the bowl outlet, and means to estab centrifugal bowl having a neck andwithproa
lish a Super-atmospheric pressure in said.
with an outlet for purified liquid, of
passage to prevent leakage of gas thereinto avided
bearing
in which said neck rotates, means l10.
through the bowl neck and its bearing, the adjacent the
bowl neck and its bearing pro
- bowl neck having a spiral groove so directed viding a closed
for receiving and
that, in the rotation of the bowl any fluid carrying away passage
the
purified
dis
in the groove will be pumped toward said charged from the bowl outlet, liquid
and
means
passage, thereby counteracting the tendency to establish a super-atmospheric pressure in 115
of the liquid in the passage, due to the said passage to prevent leakage of gas
super-atmospheric pressure therein, to es thereinto through the bowl neck and its
cape between the bowl neck and its bearing. bearing, the bowl neck having a spiral
11. In an apparatus for centrifugally groove so directed that, in the rotation of
purifying liquids, the combination with a the
bowl any fluid in the groove will be i20
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro pumped
said passage, the bearing .
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of a having a towards
chamber
bearing in which said neck rotates, means to said groove. adapted to supply liquid .
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro 15. In an apparatus for centrifugally
viding a closed passage for receiving and purifying
liquids, the combination with a 125
60 carrying away the purified liquid dis
centrifugal
bowl having a neck and pro
charged from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck vided with an
outlet for purified liquid, of ,
having a spiral groove so directed that in a bearing in which
said neck rotates, means.
the rotation of the bowl any fluid in the adjacent the bowl neck
its bearing pro
groove will be pumped toward said passage, viding a closed passageand
for
receiving and 30
85 an auxiliary source of liquid supply, and
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carrying away the purified liquid dis
charged
bowl outlet, the bowl neck
having afrom
spiralthe roove
so directed that, in
the rotation of the bowl, any fluid in the
groove will be pumped toward said passage,
the bearing having a chamber adapted to
supply liquid to said groove, the bowl neck
having another spiral groove communicat
ing with said chamber and so positioned and
0 directed as to insure against the entrance of
air to said chamber. .
16. In an apparatus for centrifugally
purifying liquids, the combination with a
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro
15 vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of a
bearing in which said neck rotates, means
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro
viding a closed passage for receiving and
carrying
away the purified liquid, dis
20 charged from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck
having a spiral groove so directed that, in

the rotation of the bowl, any fluid in the
groove will be pumped toward said passage,
the
bearing having a chamber adapted to
25 supply liquid to said groove, the bowl neck
having another spiral groove extending in

g

second spiral groove extending in the oppo
site direction and adapted to pump liquid
from said chamber, the bearing having a
second chamber into which the liqui is 70
pumped from the second groove, the bowl
neck having a third spiral groove extend
ing in the same direction as the first groove
and communicating with the second cham-)
ber and preventing escape of oil therefrom
75
between the bowl neck and the bearing.
19. In an apparatus for centrifugally
purifying liquid, the combination with a
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of a
bearing in which said 'neck rotates, means
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro
viding a closed passage for receiving and
garrying away the purified liquid discharged
from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck having
a spiral groove so directed that, in the rota
tion of the bowl, any fluid in the groove will
be pumped toward the said passage, the
bearing having a chamber adapted to sup
ply liquid to said groove, the bowl neck hav
ing a second spiral groove extending in the
opposite direction and adapted to pump
liquid from said chamber, the bearing hav.

the opposite direction adapted to prevent
entrance of air to, and to pump liquid from, ing a second chamber into which the liquid
said chamber.
is pumped from the second groove, the bowl
17. In an apparatus for centrifugally neck having a third spiral groove extendin
purifying liquids, the combination with a in the same direction as the first groove ES
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro communicating with the secon chamber
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of a and preventing escape of oil therefrom be
bearing
in which said neck rotates, means
the bowl neck and the bearing but
35
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro ...tween
adapted to pump air between the bowl neck 00
viding a closed passage for receiving and and the bearing into the second chamber,
carrying away the purified liquid discharged means
allowing circulation of liquid from
from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck having the second chamber to the first chamber, and
a spiral groove so directed that, in the ro means operative during said circulation to
40
tation of the bowl, any fluid in the groove release air mixed with the liquid flowing 105
will be pumped toward said passage, the from the second chamber.
bearing having a chamber adapted to sup 20. In an apparatus for centrifugally.
ply liquid to said groove, the bowl neck hav purifying liquids, the combination with a
ing a second spiral groove extending in the centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro
opposite direction and adapted to pump vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of
liquid from said chamber, the bearinghay a bearing in which said neck rotates, means. lo
ing a second chamber into which the liquid adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro
is pumped from the second groove and viding a closed passage for receiving and
means providing for circulation of liquid carrying away the purified liquid discharged
50
from the second chamber to the first from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck. have 115.
ing a spiral groove so positioned and di
chamber.
18. In an apparatus for centrifugally rected that, in the rotation of the groove, it
purifying liquid, the combination with a will pump air from the atmosphere between
centrifugal
bowl haying aneck and pro the neck.and its bearing, and means to di 20
55 vided with an
outlet for purified liquid, of a vert such air away from between the neck
bearing in which said neck rotates, means and bearing toward the atmosphere.
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro 21. In an pp.
for centrifugally
SE
a
closed
passage
for
receiving
and
purifying
liquids,
the
combination
of a dis
carrying away the purified liquid discharged charge passage for purified liquid, a cen
60
from the bowl outlet, the bowl neck having a trifugal bowl having an outlet adapted to 25
spiral groove so directed that, in the rota: force liquid into said discharge against pres
tion of the bowl, any fluid in the groove will sure greater than atmospheric, the bowl neck
5

be pumped toward said passage, the bearin having liquid pumping grooves, and a flex
havin a chamber adspted to supply liqui ibly supported bearing having a chamber -

to

groove, the bowl neck having a adapted to supply liquid to the grooves and 180

(3
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from the bowl outlet, means opera
thus prevent access of air to the upper end charged
tive
in
the
bowl's rotation to pump from a
of the neck.
point
between
said neck and AE, two
22. In an apparatus for centrifugally streams of liquid,
one toward said passage
purifying
liquids,
the
combination
with
a
and
the
other
in
the
opposite direction and to
centrifugal separating bowl having an out pump air between the
bearing and bowl to a
let adapted to force liquid into a discharge point to which the second
stream of liquid is
chamber against a pressure greater than at pumped, means to circulate
from the
mospheric and having a neck with three second point to the first point,liquid
and
to
spiral grooves, of a flexibly supported bear release air from the liquid duringmeans
its
said
5
10 ing surrounding the neck and having an an circulation.
nular liquid supply chamber arid an annular 27. In an apparatus for centrifugally
liquid escape chamber, one of said grooves purifying
the combination with a
being adapted to pump liquid from the Sup centrifugalliquids,
bowl
having
a neck and pro
ply chamber to the discharge chamber an vided with an outlet for purified
liquid, of SO
5 other adapted to pump liquid from the Sup a bearing in which said neck rotates,
ply chamber to the escape chamber and the adjacent the bowl neck and its bearingmeans
third adapted to pump air from the exterior viding a closed passage for receiying pro
and
to 23.
the In
escape
chamber.
carrying
away
the
purified
liquid
dis
an apparatus for centrifugally charged from the bowl outlet, means opera
85
20 purifying liquids, the combination with a
tive
in
the
bowl's
rotation
to
pump
liquid
centrifugal
bowl
having
a
neck
and
pro
from a point between said neck and bearing
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of toward
said passage, an auxiliary liquid Sup-.
a bearing in which said neck rotates, means ply chamber,
an outflow pipe therefrom to
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro said point, a feed
supplying to the cen 90
viding a closed passage for receiving and trifuge liquid to beforpurified,
and a by-pass
carrying away the purified liquid discharged from said feed to said auxiliary
liquid sup
from the bowl outlet, means operative in the. ply chamber.
bowl's rotation to pump from a point be: ; 28. In an apparatus for centrifugally
tween said neck and bearing two streams of purifying liquids, the combination with a
30 liquid, one toward said passage and the other centrifugal
bowl having a neck and pro
in the opposite direction, and means provid vided with an
outlet for purified liquid, of
ing passages for the return of the liquid in a bearing in which
said neck rotates, means
the second stream to said common point.
the bowl neck and its bearing pro
24. In an apparatus for centrifugally adjacent
viding a closed passage for receiving and
3 5 purifying liquids, the combination with a carrying away the purified liquid dis 100
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro charged from the bowl outlet, means opera
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of tive in the bowl's rotation to pump from a
aadjacent
bearingthe
in which
said neck rotates, means
between said neck and bearing two
bowl neck and its bearing pro point
streams
of liquid, one toward said passage
viding
a
closed
passage
for
receiving
and
cand
the
in the opposite direction and 10s
carrying away the purified liquid discharged to pumpother
air
between
the bearing and bowl
from the bowl outlet, means operative in the to a point to which the
stream of
bowl's rotation to pump from a point be liquid is pumped, a liquidsecond
and
air
separat
tween said neck and bearing two streams of ing chamber, a pipe for mixed liquid
O
45 liquid, one toward said passage and the othe air leading from said second point into and
the
in the opposite direction, an auxiliary oi upper part of said chamber, and a liquid
Supply chamber, a pipe providing a passage outflow pipe from the lower point of said
for the flow. of liquid in the second stream chamber to said first point;
to said chamber, and a pipe providing a pas 29. In the combination specified in Wclaim
Sage for the flow of liquid from said cham 28, means providing an air vent from said
ber to said point.
.
chamber for air entrained with the liquid
25. In the combination specified in claim flowing
the first named pipe. . .
24, means to feed liquid to the centrifuge, 30. Inthrough
an
apparatus
for centrifugally
Said means including a regulating cup, and purifying liquids, the combination
a 29
a pipe connecting said cup and chamber and centrifugal bowl and means to feedwith
liquid
adapted to supply liquid to the chamber. thereto, of means to prevent admixture of
26. In an apparatus for centrifugally air with the liquid fed thereto, a bearing
purifying
liquids, the combination with a which the neck of the bowl is adapted to
centrifugal bowl having a neck and pro in
run, and a fluid-tight flexible wall support 25
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of ing
a bearing in which said neck rotates, means 31.theInbearing.
apparatus for centrifugally
adjacent the bowl neck and its bearing pro purifying anliquids,
the combination with a
viding a closed passage for receiving and centrifugal bowl having
a round neck, of a
carrying away the purified liquid dis

us

vs.
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lows providing a flexible support for the
bearing
in which
said necktoissupport
rotatableflexibly
and a bearing.
fluid-tight
wall adapted

the bearing to permit it to follow unavoid 35. In an apparatus for centrifugally 35
purifying liquids, the combination with a
able, oscillations of the bowl.
5
32. In an apparatus for centrifugally centrifugal separating bowl having a neck
purifying liquids, the combination with a through which the purified liquid is dis
centrifugal bowl having a round neck rigid charged, of means to feed liquid to said 40
therewith, a non-rotatable bearing adapted bowl and to control the feed to prevent over
to fit around the neck, a stationary member, flow thereof and substantial contact of air
(). and a metal bellows providing a flexible therewith, a passage adapted to receive the
fluid-tight wall from said member to said purified liquid discharged from the bowl
bearing and permitting the bearing to fol and having a liquid outlet but otherwise 45
closed, means on said outlet to cause the
low the rapid oscillations of the bowl.
33. In an apparatus for centrifugally pressure in said passage to be greater than
purifying liquids, the combination with a atmospheric, a bearing around the neck of
cylindrical bowl having a neck and provided the bowl, means to supply liquid to said
with an outlet for purified liquid, of a bearing relatively near the liquid discharge
bearing in which said neck rotates, and end of said neck, means for escape of liquid 50
means adjacent the bowl neck and the bear from said bearing relatively distant from
ing providing a closed passage for receiving the liquid discharge end of said neck, means
the purified liquid discharged from the cen on said neck tending to cause a flow from
trifuge, said means including a fluid-tight said supply means toward the liquid dis 55
charge end of said neck and toward the es
flexible wall supporting the bearing.
34.
In
an
apparatus
for
centrifugally
scape
means and means tending to cause a
5 purifying liquids, the combination with a flow of fluid from the end of the bearing
cylindrical bowl having a neck and pro most distant from the liquid discharge end
vided with an outlet for purified liquid, of of the neck toward the escape means.
a bearing in which said neck rotates, and In testimony of which invention, I have 60
means adjacent the bowl neck and its bear hereunto set my hand, at Poughkeepsie,
U ing providing a closed passage for receiving New York, on this third day of October,
the purified liquid discharged from the cen 1924.

trifuge, said means including a metal bel
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